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Digital Photography Class Assignment 
Using the Image Menu in Adobe Photoshop 

 
Directions:   

You will be required to modify a picture provided by the teacher, using the functions in the Image Menu 

of Photoshop. The pictures should be modified based on the procedure described below. 

 
Procedure: 

1. Download the “Child Looking Up” Image and retrieve it with Photoshop 

2. Select the Rectangular Marquee to place a box around the girl in the photo. 

3. Use the Crop function of the Image menu to Crop the image to only include the child. 

4. Use the Rotate> Flip Image Horizontally function of the Image menu to flip the image 

horizontally. 

 
5. Download the “Under exposed ” Image and retrieve it with Photoshop 

6. Use the Exposure function of the Adjustment Menu to make the image more visually 

appealing. 

7. Then use the Brightness and Contrast function of the Adjustment Menu to increase it’s 

contrast  

 

8. Download the “Cup Cakes” Image and retrieve it with Photoshop 

9. Use the Vibrance menu, of Adjustment Menu, to enhance the color of the cup cakes. 

10.  Then use the Hue/Saturation function to change the colors of the Cup Cakes frosting. 

 

11. Download the “Stage Coach ” Image and retrieve it with Photoshop 

12. Use the Black/White menu, of Adjustment Menu,  to change the Stage coach into a black 

and white photo.  

13. Then select the High Contrast Red Filter to further enhance the B/W image. 

 

 

 



14. Download the “Flower ” Image and retrieve it with Photoshop 

15. Select the Lasso Tool to carefully draw around the edges of one of the petals of the 

flower. 

16. Use the Color Balance menu item, of Adjustment Menu, to change the color of the petal 

to RED. 

17. Select the Lasso Tool to carefully draw around the edges of one of the petals of the 

flower. 

18. Use the Color Balance menu item, of Adjustment Menu, to change the color of the petal 

to BLUE. 

19. Select the Lasso Tool to carefully draw around the edges of one of the petals of the 

flower. 

20. Use the Color Balance menu item, of Adjustment Menu, to change the color of the petal 

to GREEN. 

21. Select the Lasso Tool to carefully draw around the edges of one of the petals of the 

flower. 

22. Use the Color Balance menu item, of Adjustment Menu, to change the color of the petal 

to YELLOW. 

 


